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. INTRODUCTION

1. At the request of the Meeting of Experts on Housing Problems in

Africa (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 9-17 January 196*3}-' t the secretariat

of the Bconomic Commission for Africa has decided to issue a revised

version of the note V the secretariat TTnuaing in Africa, Problems and

Policies^ and to reissue the notes prepared for the above meeting by

the secretariat, the International Labour Office, the Food and Agri

culture Organization and the World Health Organization. These notes

are included in the present documents

1/ See report of ^hc Meeting

2/ E/CN.I4/HOU/2.
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I. A SUMMARY OP THE PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL COOPERATION

ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF HOUSING, PHYSICAL PUNNING

AND BUILDING IN AFRICA IN 1962

(prepared "by the secretariat)

2. Technical co-operation in Africa in the field of housing, physical

planning and "building continued to toe active in 19-62 "both at the regional

and country levels. , Activities at the regional level were concentrated

on studies in "building techniques, self-help housing and urbanization with

consistent efforts in pursuance of the "long-range programmes of concerted

international action in the fields of community development, low cost

housing and related community facilities, and industrialization" adopted

by the Economic and Social Council at its thirtieth session—; Technical

services were also provided to governments in varied fields, particularly

in assisting in specific demonstration projects, physical planning and

training. The present report attempts to give a brief account of the

principal activities undertaken in I962.

A. Regional activities

Report of the Workshop on the Extension of Self-Help Housing and Community

Facilities within the Community Development Programme*

3- The Workshop on the Extension of Self-Help Housing and Community

Facilities within the Community Development Programme, which was held at

Tunis in October 1961, submitted its report (E/CN,14/sWCD/4) to the Standing

Committee on Social Welfare and- Community Development in February 1962.

The report contained suggestions and recommendations relating to three main

1/ See ECOSOC resolutions 792 II (XXX), 830 B (XXXIl), and 841 (XXXIl),



aspects of the development of low cost housing: the technical aspect,

the self-help aspect and the international assistance aspect. Among

the recommendations on technical assistance.* the Workshop stressed the

ways and1 means -'-& which international assistance can "best "be provided to

countries in Africa in -developing lov cost and self-help housing and

reocrtnroen&ed, inter alia,further studies1 by the aooratariat of the various

problems raised "by "the Workshop iia this fi'elde

Survey of self-'vlp _liouoing in_Africa ' '—- ' " '

4« Pursuant to these recoxzianda'tions, and at the request of a number

of countries, r* -United 33ations: expert, c* rr.enbor of the EGA secretariat,

undertook, in-I962 a survey of 'self-hslp housing in Africa* He visited

£;" i i;eor- 3o--(vlw^«iO (Canio^buu, Ethiopia, Ghana', Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia;

Madagascar, Moxocco, i^igsria? Senegal. Somalia, Tanganyika, Tunisia',

Uganda; United,Arab Republic-/" and Zanzibar) and prepared a' comprehensive

report1 on th@ tr.adi.ti6hal- methods and techniques of self-help housing

currently used,,in tiiGs»'countries and en how these traditional methods

and techniques nigl:;t''X .irioro^ed. in the light of contemporary knowledge of

building technique,*..,-_; The .report also dealt-with the role of community

development in tho organizst^on and iaplomentation of self-help housing

programmes.. ■■ ■■ ■ ., ,;• .■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■■■■■■

Inter-'a^ency survey mi s si on on urbanization

5* Pursuant to the long-range Programme.of concerted international action

in the field of urbanization adopted by the Economic and Social Council a

at its thirty-second session, -an Ir^^r-.^-vr-oy1 Surrey'lasaicn on Urbani

zation met;;-.in- Addis Ababa in April I96I for the-purpose of visiting repre-'

sentative .urban centres r.ir tropical Africa and preparing the agenda "and"

work program.m-e fo^ aa urbanisation seminar to be held in Africa in 1962,1
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The Survey mission was composed of specialists selected from the EGA

secretariat, the United Nations' Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, the 110, UNESCO and WHO. It first visited several African

towns in April I96l and then, in 1962, Leopoldville, Nairobi and other

cities where members of the Survey Mission held meetings with government

and municipal officials and collected data documentation.

Workshop on Urbanization

6. Following the preparatory research and studies undertaken in

1961-1962, and in compliance with the EGA work programme and priorities

for 1962,. a Workshop on Urbanization was held in Addis Ababa in April-May

1962 in which representatives from twenty-three African countries parti

cipated. As in the case of the Inter-Agency Survey Mission on Urbani-

zation, the Workshop was a Joint venture of ECA, the United Nations'

Department of Scononio and Social Affairs and specialized agencies, the

overall organizational responsibility being vested in the ECA secretariat.

In addition to the report of the Survey Mission, the 2CA secretariat sub

mitted to the Workshop five reports of general urban interest including

an introduction to the problems of urbanization in Africa with maps, town-

plans and statistical data. The Workshop adopted a number of recommen

dations to help improve urban conditions in Africa, The report of the

Workshop (E/CN.14/170) has been reproduced for submission to the fifth

session of the Commission. (Xeopoldville 16 February-March 1963).

Ethio-Swedish Institute of Building Technology

7- During 1962 the ECA secretariat was in close collaboration with the

Ethio-Swedish Institute of Building Technology (Building Centre), Addis

Ababa. The Institute was founded in 1954 following an agreement between

the Government of Ethiopia and the Government of Sweden as a bilateral
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project. The College Department of the Institute offers at present; a.::

three year course leading to a degree in building engineering. The

course is based on a twelve year primary and secondary education.

The present number of students is 106. The Building Department trains

foremen and workmen on the site. The Institute is also provided with

a documentation centre equipped with a library, working in cooperation

with the International Council of Research in Construction and Documentation

(CIB), and with a research laboratory for the testing of building materials.

At the request of the Institute, the secretariat has made plans to detail,

in 1963, one of the regional housing advisers to assist in setting up,

within the Institute, a course for instruction in self-help housing. This

course will be open to students from other-African countries.

"Housing in Africa

8. In the meantime, the United Nations and the specialized agencies,

in co-operation with the Building Centre, are preparing an inter-African

eshibition on low cost housing - "Housing in Africa 1963". The purpose of

the exhibition will be to illustrate, through various media, the possi

bilities of improving the use of local building materials and skills for

better housing and community facilities. The displays will include appro

priate building machinery, equipment layout plans and designs, demonstration

of construction methods and model houses. There will be lectures, films

and documentary material and an attempt to illustrate how the experience of

the more industrialized countries can be applied to the African region.

B. Country projects

9. Following is a brief description of the projects to which technical

assistance was, or oontinued to be, provided in 1962 under the country

programmes. . . ■ .......
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Cameroun

10. Since March 1962, a housing expert has been advising the Government

of Catneroun on the preparation of a programme of low-cost housing in urban

as well as rural areas. In this connexion, the expert is also required to

assist in launching a low cost housing project, in promoting cooperative

housing methods and in the organization of an appropriate machinery for

the administration of the above projects. The expert's duties also include

advice on the development of a local building material industry and on the

most effective use of available materials.

Ghana

11. United .Nations technical assistanoe to Ghana in the field of housing

dates back as early as 1954 with the appointment of a survey mission of

three experts in response to a request from the then Government of the

Gold Coast. The mission recommended a "roof loan scheme" for aided self-

help housing under which the Government would grant a loan for the purchase

of a roof and doors once the house was built to roof level. The scheme

was adopted by the Government and one of the three members of the mission

was later appointed, in 1955-1956/ to assist in the implementation of the

scheme and to devise a machinery for the execution of the housing programme*

12. At present, two major operations are being carried out in the field

of physical planning, one to advise on the introduction of physical planning

on a national scale and one assist the Institute for Community Development.

13« In connexion with physical planning, a team of four experts was

provided under the National Physical Development Plan Project which is

concerned with the formulation of a national physical development plan and

the introduction of nationwide physical planning procedures and organization

as a permanent feature of the over-all development planning.. The team con-
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slated of a chief of mission and three.experts respectively in plan

survey, plan preparation and plan implementation techniques. The mission

hoped in devising a comprehensive framework within which a national

physical development plan can be prepared on the basis of the existing

policies for the economic, social and physical development of Ghana. It

also assisted in developing methods and techniques of charting all short-

term and long-term projects within a national physical development plan

as an aid to establishing priorities for these projects. It will consider

the administrative problems arising out of the preparation of'a national

physical development plan and devise appropriate administrative procedures

for its implemention. At the request of the Government, the team also advised

on regional planning for the Volta River basin.

14. In addition to the services of the experts in physical planning and

in connexion with.the Planning Commission established in October 1961, the

Government requested, under the 1962 programme, the services of a housing

expert to participate, in collaboration with a financial economist and a

transport and communications expert, in the preparation of a comprehensive

development plan. The-fusing expert will help to assess the country's

requirements in housing for the next .seven.years, with special reference

to problems of urbanizationj to advise on the financing of the housing pro

gramme and on problems relating to?its implementation (acquisition of lands,

co-ordination among agencies, etc.).

15. The second major project now in operation is the Institute for

Community planning. From 1959 to 1961, the United Nations made available

to the Government of Ghana the services of two experts to assist in estab

lishing a special centre for training in community planning. The aim of

the project is to train "planning assistants" who will act as assistants

to district planning officers in rural areas and constitute the connecting
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link between policy making, and programme execution. The United Nations

experts.were required to,prepare:a purriculum.for a two-year course in

physical planning including housing, building and the provision of community

facilities and services.

" 16. The centre took the name of Institute for Community Planning and

started operating in September 1961 with the opening of the first .two-

year course. Twenty-five students recruited from government services op

erating at local level attended this course- Thte new Institute is attached,

as a permanent institution, to the Kwame Nkruroah University of Science and

Technology, Kumasi. The second two-year course started in September 1962

with a similar number o^f students. The course is now open to students

from outside Ghana. ' :

17. The two United Nations experts completed their assignment.in 1961

and two new experts were appointed in the same year to continue to assist

in the operation of the Institute.- At prjsentj one of them serves as the

director and the other as. instructor in physical planning at the institute.

Liberia

18. A-first UN expert in housing was.appointed in April 1959 to advise

the Government (National Production,Council) on the planning and implemen

tation of a-programme of low-cost. housing, as part of a community development

scheme. During his assignment, which ended in I96I, the expert assisted

in the formulation of national planning and housing legislations and in the

setting up of an administrative organism devoted to planning and housing

problems. He developed basic house designs for urban and rural areas. In

co-operation with the UN community development expert, he also organized

a seminar workshop for villagers interested in self-help housing, stimulated

their interest in community improvement (including better sanitation, village

layout, house design, etc.) and advised them for a better utilization of
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native building materials. Another important achievement was his assiet--

ance in the. rebuilding of the town of Pisebu which was largely des

troyed by fire.

19*- A second expert took up his post in April 1962 to continue this:

assistance in housing. He concentrated mostly on urban housing development

and. on advising the Government on aspects of planning connected with the

housing development in Liberia.,

Libya rt

20. A UK housing expert undertook in 1956 a survey on housing for lower

income: group in Libya and," as a result of his recommendations, the Govern

ment requested in 1957 the services of a long-term expert in low cost

■h-ou:sing. The expert'arrived in the field in October 1957 "Tor a period of

one year and, at the request of the Government, his services have been

extended up to the present. He" made an investigation of methods of low-

cost housing construction in Libya with a view to reducing cosis by improv

ing the existing building methods and materials, and from tne economical

aspect, by developing and introducing new methods and materials suitable

for the climate, customs and resources of the country. He organized demon

strations of new methods of construction and new materials as part of the

current housing projects and assisted the Government in the practical app

lication, on a large scale, of the results of these experiments. : 1 _.

"21. The expert's assignment was to expire at the end of 1961. The Govern

ment further retained his services' and accepted to finance the post as

from January 1962. His terms of reference were broadened to include all

aspects of housing development. During 1962 he assisted in the preparation

of a town plan for the area surrounding the city of Tripoli and for other

Libyan towns which faced problems of growth due to the development of petro

leum activities.
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.Nigeria

22. Activities in Nigeria included projects in various fields. Asa'

result of recommendations made by an expert in low-cost housing who

visited Nigeria in 1961, the Government requested the services of a team

of experts to assist in the preparation of a regional development plan for

the metropolitan area of Lagos. The team consists of a town planner, a

social scientist, an urban transport expert and an expert in urban land

policy. A public health and sanitation specialist, supplied by WHO, was

attached to the team. " ~"

23. In view of the rapid economic, social and physical expansion of the

country, it was felt necessary that the growth of the federal area and its

environs be co-ordinated within the framework of a comprehensive development

policy which includes the improvement of housing conditions, transport,

water supply sewage disposal, and the establishment of a suitable admini

strative machinery to deal comprehensively with the development of metro

politan Lagos.

24. Other projects in physical planning and housing were carried, out in

the Western Hegion pf Nigeria during 1962 to prepare a master plan for

Ibadan, the capital of the Western Region, a city of about half a million

population. In this connexion, the Government requested assistance in org_

anizingand conducting a social survey for the purpose of collecting'basic

fcaokground information. A sociologist was assigned to work on the survey,

which includes demographic trends, family organizations, levels of living,

housing, health, education and employment,

25. In order to meet the increasing need for physical and regional planners,

the Government wished to reorganize the existing.Town Planning School at

Ibadan..A United Nations expert was provided to review the curriculum and
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evaluate the teaching facilities available, He organized short orien

tation and refresher courses for officials of the government services

operating at the local level and for such groups as community development

assistants, village welfare workers, etc,

26. A United Nations architect specializing in housing development

advised the Western Region Housing Corporation at Ibadan on types of

research and compilation of data needed for developing housing communities

for middle income groups within the Corporation's housing programme. The

expert was asked to pay special attention to site preparation, layout,

provision of utilities and community facilities and to present his reco

mmendations in a form suitable for use by local authorities, builders

and technicians concerned.

27, The services of a structural engineer were also made available to

the Western Region Housing Corporation to advise on the' increased and

effective use of local building materials. He was asked to indicate types

of applied and operational research needed for materials development and

to draw up a programme of work for the purpose.

Somalia

28# One of the significant achievements in the iield of low-cost and

self-help housing is the demonstration project in Somalia. Following the

recommendations of a United Nations housing expert, who made in i960 a

survey of the needs in housing of the country, the United Nations provided

in 1961 the services of two experts respectively in low-cost housing and

community development for the construction of a low-cost housing demon

stration project-
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29. The project consisted, in-the first instance, of sixteen houses.

The first house:was "built by a constructor using-local materials and labour

and building techniques to serve as a model- The other fifteen houses will

be built after this model house by fifteen-selected families to.become the

owners of the houses.,, applying self-help and "mutual aid methods. An impor

tant aspect of this demonstration project is the training of construction

foremen. Five graduates from the Vocational Training School participate

in the. project. T^vhen it is completed, they will become foremen for the

construction of other self-help housing projects.

30. The United Nations, in-addition to providing the experts' services,

contributed $US50,000 (provided from :the Quaker Funds) which match a

similar amount deposited by the Somali Government to finance the erection

of the project. According to the proposals discussed with the Government,

after the houses are completed, a Government finance institution will

refinance the project with the aid of the Development Bank of Somalia, The

householder's contribution in labour would constitute, in this phase, the

down payment normally required in the acquisition of houses in such schemes

(sweet equity) and the funds initially provided by the United Nations and

the Government for financing the project would then be recuperated and

used, as a revolving fund, to finance further projects of this kind,

31. In connexion with the same project, the United Nations rsoruitsd an

expert to advise specially on housing financing.

Togo

32. In response to a request of: the Government of Togo, the United Nations

made available to the Government the services of a rural housing expert who

served from July 1961 to July 1962. The expert worked out detailed plans for

the building of a rural pilot centre of low-cost houses using mainly local
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building materials. He also formulated a detailed plan of operation

covering the financing, administration and methods of self-help const

ruction along the lines proposed for the demonstration centre in Somalia.

The plane have been adopted by the Government and follow-up assistance

for their implementation has been requested from the United Nations.

II. ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION

IN THE FIELD OF WORKERS'HOUSING WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO THE AFRICAN REGION

(prepared by the ILO)

A The workers' housing recommendation (no.115)

33. Workers1 housing was discussed at the forty-fourth and forty-fifth

sessions of the International Labour Conference in i960 and 1961, and an

international recommendation on the subject was adopted at the forty-fifth

session. This recommendation applies to housing for workers in both manual

and non-manual occupations, including the self-employed, as well as aged,

retired and physically handicapped persons. It recommends that one of the

objectives of national policy should be to promote the construction of

housing and related community facilities with a view to ensuring that adequate

and decent housing accommodation and a suitable living environment are made

available to all workers and to their families. Priority should be accorded

to those whose needs are most urgent- The recommendation urges that atten

tion also be given to the upkeep, improvement and modernization of existing

housing and related community facilities and that decent housing accommo

dation should not cost the worker more than" a reasonable proportion" of

his income, either in rent or in payments towards purchase. The principle

that each family should have a separate; self-contained dwelling if it so
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desires, i.s;-also, laid down. The recommendation emphasises that housing

policy should be co-ordinated with general social and economic deve

lopment planning and calls upon competent national authorities to set up

a central body to study and assess the needs for workers' housing and

related community facilities and to formulate workers' housing programmes,

including measures for slum clearance and for rehousing of occupiers of
slum dwellings,

34. Appropriate measures are also suggested in order to secure the

financial means for the execution of workers' housing programmes and to

ensure the co-operation of private, co-operative and public owners of

housing and of employers1 and workers' organization in support of these

programmes. The establishment and enforcement of minimum standards in

regard to construction' and hygiene, in the light of local conditions,

are also urged in order to ensure reasonable levels of safety and comfort

in the housing provided. It is pointed out that workers' housing pro

grammes should, moreover, conform to sound town, country and regional ' ; '

planning practice, Governments, in association with employers1 and workers'

organizations, are called upon to promote measures to achieve the most

efficient use of available resources in the building and associated

industries and to encourage, where necessary, the development of new

resources. The adjustment of national housing programmes to the fluctu

ations in the building industry, with a view to relieving seasonal un

employment and speeding up out-put of workers'" housing during slack

periods, is also recommended. Public authorities are urged to take

appropriate steps to prevent land speculation and to acquire land and

make building sites available at a fair price for worker*' housing,

35. The provision of housing facilities by employers for their workers

is not considered desirable except where the location of the undertaking is

a long distance from normal population centres. Where housing is provided
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by the employer the fundamental human rights of the worker should "be

respected, particularly in regard to freedom of association and the

provisions of national laws and customs observed in regard to termination

of lease on termination of the workers' contract of employment. The pro

vision "by employers of housing accommodation or communal services in

payment for work should' the recommendation declares, be prohibited or

regulated to the extent necessary in order to protect the interests of the

workers".

B, The competence of the international labour organization

in the field of housing

36, The International Labour Conference in 196l in a resolution ooncern-

ing international action in the field of workers1 housing requested "the

Governing Body of the International Labour Office to find ways and means

for enabling the International Labour Organizationi

(a) to increase, in collaboration with the organizations concerned,

both international and national practical assistance, in

particular to developing countries in solving their housing

problems with respect to those fields in which the International

Labour Organization has a special competence under the United

. ' Nations Long-Range Programme of Concerted Action in the Field

of Housing and delated Community facilities which was approved

by the Economic and Social Council at its twenty-eighth session

in I960 and, in particular, vocational training of building

workers, productivity in the building industry and co-operative

housing, and advising governments in formulating their policies

relating to workers' housing* and,

\J ILOt Official Bulletin, 1961, vol. XLIV, no. 1, pp. 4-15<
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(t>) to collaborate on a continuing "basis in providing, as may bo

required, technical assistance to the regional housing centres

which have been and will be sponsored and assisted by the

United Nations and the specialised agencies concerned"—(

III. Past, present and future action of the International Labour

Organization in the African region

(a) Vocational training in the building industry

37• A number of African governments havs received assistance for deve

loping a broad programme of vocational .training, which has included,

inter alia,the building trades.. Such assistance encompasses all types of

training and is directed towards the training of unemployed persons and

those already in employment, including both young workers and adults." It

has been and is being provided directly to the governments of a number of

countries. In Ghana,the ILO has rendered assistance in the establishment

of the national system of apprenticeship, covering, inter alia, the

building trades. Expert assistance has been provided by the ILO to Liberia

in the establishment of a pilot centre for the accelerated vocational

training of adults1. The initial aim of the centre is to increase the skill

of carpenters and manons who are already semi-skilled, and to train unskilled

workers up to semi-skilled level- In the Egyptian region of the United

Arab Republici assistance has been provided by the ILO in the satting up

of a number of centres for the training of apprentices as well as for aoce-

lerated training, one such centre "being specially concerned with the building

trades* '

1/ ILOi Official Bulletin- 1961. vol.- ZLIV, no. 1, pp. 26-7
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38. In 1962 the ILO sent an expert in woodworking and one in iron

working to Chad to provide training on a travelling basis to rural

artisans with a view to increasing their capabilities for improving

rural .housing in the southern part of the country. For the period

X963-I966 the ILO has embarked on a programme in Tunisia, for the pro

vision of three types of assistance: training of instructors in masonry

for the national programme for.the fight against underdevelopment and

unemployment straining in the basic skills required in building oonatruc-

tion } and training of technicians and supervisory staff in the building

industry.

39. Some countries have had a particular need for vocational training

in certain special building trades which the ILO has met. In Sudan an

ILO expert is working on vocational training in the field of plumbing, in

Sierra Leone the ILO has participated in.the establishment of a programme

for training instructors in carpentry, joinery, bricklaying and electrical

installations, while in 1963 assistance is being extended to Upper Volta

as regards the training of plumbers. In 1962 the Government of Niger had

also requested the assistance of vocational training experts in plumbing

and carpentry.

40. In Nigeria, the Zastern Region vas assisted during 1961 and 1962 in

organising courses for skilled workers in the building trades to bring them

tip to the intermediate City and Guilds of London standards and to prepare

them' for follow-up training as craft instructors. These courses covered

' the following trades: carpentry and joinery, cabinet-making, woo&^achinist,

bricklayers and painter-decorators. Under a Special Fund project, courses

of varying duration will provide for further practical training and training

in principles of teaching in the following trades: carpentry and joinery,
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"bricklaying, concrete work, painting, decorating, plumbing, pipe-fitting

and electrical installations.

41. Closely related to vocational training of "building workers is the

provision.of similar training to workers engaged in the construction of

related community facilities. During 1961 and 1962, the ILO assisted

Morocco in providing instruction in training electricians and technicians

in the maintenance of vehicles used in public works. In 1963> in a large

UNICEF-ILO urbanization programme, the ILO has responsibility for the

training of workers engaged in the construction of buildings and water

supplies and of technicians engaged in the operation and maintenance of .

equipment utilized on public works construction.

4.2. The ILO contemplates a continued expansion of its activities in the

field of vocational training for building workers as a part of its over-all

manpower development programme in the African region.

(b). Assistance in co-operative housing and related activities

43.:'': During 1962 the ILO sent more than thirty experts to twenty African

countries in the field of co-operation, handicrafts and small-scale indus

tries. It is envisaged that this assistance will continue'to increase in

■ I963 and 1964. . .;.

44. Furthermore,' three co-operative seminars have been organiaed-^ in

Africa since 1959, one in Nigeria in 1959 in collaboration with *He~Fot?4

and Agriculture Organization FAO and the Commission for Technical Co

operation in'Africa (CCTA) the second in Camerouh in i960 and'the third-in

the Ivory Coast in 1962. It may be noted also that the Interregional .

Co-operative Seminar which has been held- eac'H year;-in Denmark has already

'trained a' large number1 of Africans '-■ approximately1 'seventy from 1955 +0
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1962 - and that roost of these persons received or will be receiving further

training at the.Travelling Seminar on Small-Scale Industries which the ILO

organized in 1962 and the co-operative seminar which is envisaged in

Bulgaria in 1964.

45. Until now the practical activities in the field of co-operation have

not been sufficiently orientated toward housing but it frequently happens

that the organization of housing co-operatives occupies an important place

in the programmes of co-operative seminars, for example, as in the case of

the Danish seminars.

46. In the field, the experts have also very often given special attention

to action to promote co-operation in the field of housing. In Niger, for

example, as a result of an exploratory mission, it was found necessary to

undertake a special project to assist the Government in a co-operative pilot

project for the "builders of Niger"; similarly, in Mali it has been recom

mended to undertake construction co-operatives as regards the field of co

operation in urban areas*

47. Moreover, a study affecting some twenty-one African countries has been

undertaken with a view to establishing in each country a programme for the

development of handicrafts and small-scale industries. For certain countries,

such as Cameroun, Upper Volta and Zanzibar,programmes have already been

drawn up* In Cameroun the establishment of a plywood factory at Victoria

and a floor-making factory at Douala or Victoria and a factory for pre

fabricated wood houses at Yaounde have been recommended. In the Upper Volta

a limited study of two large cities has indicated the necessity of deve

loping artisan activities in the field of construction. It has been re

commended to establish first of all in the area of Ouagadougou, and even

tually in the rest of tine country, factories for making cement, stone and

bricks, and to assist the organization and establishment of co-operatives for

carpenters, electricians and plumbers.
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48. In Zanzibar the expert has recommended the production of building

materials such as "stone elements, concrete elements, elements consisting

of coral materials, bricks and tiles for roofing. The expert also has

drawn attention to the possibilities of utilizing certain tropical woods

which, after treatment, could be utilized as posts and construction material

in general. . .

(0) Rural development programme '

49. Under the ILO Rural Development Programme, which will be implemented

in the coming years, provision is made for three types of.projects which

will directly and/or indirectly involve housing and related community

facilities.

(i) Pilot projects for rural employment promotion

50. Rural development projects need to be specifically directed towards

the fuller utilization of rural manpower if much is to be done to deal

effectively with the problem of under-utilization of labour in rural areas.

It is therefore intended to implement pilot projects in comparatively

email areas in a selected number of countries, the purpose of which would

be, after aii assessment of available human and physical resources, to

draw up and implement plans for fuller utilization^, labour in agricul

ture and forestry, in norko programmes for the formation of capital (roads,

irrigation works, etc.) in related rural occupations and in handicrafts

and ether small-scale industries, all within the framework of existing

national development plans. Such projects, which would need to be under

taken in collaboration with FAO and possibly other international agencies,

should be envisaged as intensive and long-term ones (three to five years),
involving the provision of several experts and a certain amount of equip

ment for demonstration and training purposes. Given the great need for

improving housing and community facilities in rural areas, it is evident

that considerable attention will be directed to activities in-these fields
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as offering wide scope for utilizing available labour. Discussions are

in process to locate one of the projects in an African country.

(ii) Multi-purpose rural development projects

51• For the ILO Rural Development Programme to have the required impact

it is necessary to envisage a number of rural development projects, pre

ferably of the multi-purpose type to be carried out in collaboration with

other agencies. Although an attempt would be made to emphasize employment

promotion, these projects would differ from those described in the paragraph

above in that they would not be restricted to such small areas as the pilot

projects and the emphasis would bo less on experimentation. An example is

the project in the Ouaddai region in Chad,launched in 1962, which will

focus in the first place on multi-purpose rural development and training

of moniteurs. The improvement of housing will be one of the activities to

wnfch major attention will be given* Provision needs to be made for .the

launching of additional projects, some of which may be located in areas

where indigenous or tribal populations are concentrated.

(iii) Rural housing

52. The Committee on Work on Plantations has recommended the setting up

of a demonstration project on low-cost housirv: for plantation.workers.

As the Rural Development Prograinn^ gathers momentum and as additional

;funds are made available, it is intended to give effect to the latter reso

lution and to develop a variety of other ?,-^iv:v';;'.G3 in, the field of rural

housing.
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III. ACTIVITIES OF THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE.ORGANIZATION ,.

.-. ■ IN THE FIELD OF HOUSING

(prepared by FAO),

53. Within FAO; the subject of housing is of concern primarily to the

Forestry. Division and to the Home Economics Brisieh of the Nutrition

Division. This note concerns the activities of the Home Economics Branch.

A* Home economics and housing

54. Realizing the importance of satisfactory housing conditions for the

healthy development of the family, FAO home economists are encouraged to

give all possible attention to the problem of housing and home improvement

in their training programmes for teachers, community development personnel

and social workers.

55« Home economics teachers and extension workers, as well as personnel

in related fields who are working in close contact with families and are

aware of the existing housing problems and the effect of these conditions

upon the health and well-being of the family, can be of great assistance

to families in planning new houses, in improving old ones and in advising

on the proper care and maintenance of different types of houses. They may

help families to understand the purpose- and advantages of perhaps unfamiliar

building designs and construction melhode and they may thus help to prevent

that families, due to ignorance? counteract features that were aimed at the

improvement of the housing conditions Ac an example, nay be mentioned

obstructions preventing air circulation.

56. In designing new houses it is inportani that the families who will be

the future occupants of these houses aro in full accord with the new designs

and that these meet the needn cf the families in their particular situation.
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57. Housing schemes launched by governments and private companies have

not always taken into consideration the needs and **h*B of the people,

and rather than fit the needs of the people, the people hava had to fit

into the house.. To avoid this, studies of patterns of living as o ta.-jie

for housing develops* ,re called for. Home economists in collaborator

with 8ociologists and anthropologists h,,e a contribution to make to ensure

that housing meets tto needs of the popple and that they are helped to

make the test .:■•;■ >r? ■ ■" -1- :'- '"

58. Homo economists ocr» help families to deterainn seao of their most

essential needs and how best to meet these need,. As examples may te

Mentioned the need for a ,o-ain amount of privacy for tbo mombors cf ths

family, the need for aanitury facilities, a saf, are. for the ohildern--to

play and a sheltered plac9 for the preparation of the food. Home economists

can, on the one hand, .erv3 as spokesmen for the families and bring to the

attention of the boding auttoritiea the rMuir3»ronta and views of the

families and Bafce sugg,3tion. as to how theso can be Cot, en the.other

hand, families sometimes r.ced help in adjusting to naw types of housing

that may bo introduood in conformity ^.th r.ev housirv, code, and housing

regulations (v*ich ohbutc, for o»mpl«, ?■ B™at..,r r.9a,-.«« of safety and

protection ag.in.t firo h,r.rdn), With such a^uataentc, home economists

can somotir^s "be of help?

59. With thP .out, hc^inff Aortag, 1» -^ ^c'ia.. a. demolishing of

old, dilapida-l U d-«llingS will n.t take plaoo a0 rapidly a, one might^

wioh. Many fC,ilio? ^ oa holrsd vo rcctora and r,r.ir th.ir present

dwellings. W'ih-s the, n,,d o^ag«n. id,,:, and guidance. Personnel
itr.,ion wo^.rs, commu:.ity

working with fa,.iU-,-, v, -. =s homo .oono^i:-- o

development ,*, c,-, c,n do ^ch to-sii^olat, ,elf-help ^d give

guidance*
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60, To ensure a more effective approach to the problem of family housing

there is need for close collaboration "between the housing authorities

and agencies working with families, such as community development, social

welfare, home economics education and extension workers. Working together

they will be able better to appreciate the many problems that need to be

considered in developing new housing and the limitations involved. Close

collaboration is likely to result in improved housing standards, in housing

better adapted to the needs of the families, and in better care and main

tenance of the houses. This will la help to preserve the value of the pro-

perty for a longer poriod cf time and prevent houses from deteriorating

into new slum quarters. Home economists are in some places attached to hous

ing projects as housing managers. Th:.3 gives them also an opportunity to

launch educational programmes for the tenants. As members of housing boards,

home economists have a special opportunity to influence housing development.

61. To be able to render effective service, home economists and related

personnel need to be trained. They need some basic knowledge about building

construction, the proper height of ceilings, methods of insulation against

solar radiation, ventilation, protection against dampness and cold, the

characteristics of various building materials, etc. They also need to know

about the existing building codes and regulations. They need to be able

to read a blueprint and to discuss various designs with technicians and they

need experience in. planning and arranging houses to meet changing family

needs.

62. With a lack of trained personnel in many countries, it is not always

possible to find home economists and social workers able to render assistance

for the improvement of housing conditions. The Home Economics Branch of FAO,

therefore, proposes to give increasing attention bo practical training in
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housing and home improvement through the organization of workshops,

seminars and training courses for home economists and related personnel,

especially concerned with the welfare aspedts of housing, and for leaders

of woinens1 organizations who are actively interested in housing improve

ment. Seminars of this type would deal with topics such asi

(a) Design of the house to meet the basic needs of families in

accordance with their patterns of living)

(b) Use of local materials for construction and furnishing)

(c) Best use of available floor space;

(d) Furnishing and equipping the house for healthful living| ■

(e) Maintenance and care to prevent deterioration of new houses*

(f) Programmes of tenant education)

(g) Social and community aspects of housing (self-help, mutual aid,

motivating factors to improve low-cost housing, etc.).

63. A few examples of activities that have been undertaken by FAO home

economists may be mentioned. Between 1952 and 1958 a number of training

ooui*ses organized in the Caribbean areas dealt to a considerable extent with

the problem of housing and how to improve present living conditions. The

effect of existing housing conditions on the moral and physical health of

the family, as well as upon'the relationship between family members made it

essential to include in every home economics programme, consideration of the

ways, izi, which housing conditions could be improved to safeguard the needs

.of families. A textbook, Housing and Home Improvement in the Caribbean,

prepared in connexion with these activities is now available in three

languages.(English, French and Spanish). Though written with the conditions

. of a specific geographical region in mind, this book has been widely used

in South America, the South Pacific islands and in some parts of the African

continent and has stimulated home improvement projects and self-help acti

vities in these areas.
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64. In one of the islands of the South Pacific, the Women's Interests

Offloer is using her own living quarters as a demonstration house to the

women's groups with whom she works. She has with the help of local labour

and with the use of local materials used the ideas in the book mentioned

above (Housing and Home Improvement in the Caribbean) to furnish and fit the

house. It is visited by people from all over the region who are interested

to look and learn from this praotical demonstration.

B« Activities in Africa

65. Some home economics projects in the Caribbean and elsewhere have

given special consideration to the need of children in the home for restful

sleep, for play and for work. In Ethiopia, olose collaboration has been

established between the FAO/tJNICEF-sponsored home economics programme and

the Ethio-Swedish Building Institute. Graduates from the Home Economics

School-in Addis Ababa are now working with the Building Institute on low-

cost housing projects and home economics training courses have given consi

derable attention to housing and home improvement in their programme.

66. In Senegal, as part of a Special Fund project for training monitrices

for work with rural women, there are plans to construct at the national

training centre a house modelled on the lines of a typical Senegalese village

house, to be used as a guest house and also as a "housing laboratory" for

the trainees*

67. In recent years an FAO home economist working in Tanganyika has been

instrumental-in the erection of demonstration'houses that provide a good

example of' suitable design and lay-out for a family house in that area#

These houses offer an opportunity to demonstrate different ways of utilizing

available floor space to good advantage! the need for allocation of tpace

to the different functions to be performed by the family' members in the home*
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the arrangement of sanitary facilities and provision for satisfactory-

working conditions in the kitchen. The houses are equipped with the most

essential furnishings for satisfactory family living with emphasis placed

on sturdy, inexpensive items which meet essential needs and yet are within

the resources of the family.

68. The construction of such model or demonstration houses in connexion

with training programmes or community development activities offers those

participating in the project an opportunity to discuss building plans,

designs and lay-cuts, allocation of space, furnishing and equipment of the

house, the essential needs of each family member and housing in relation

to established patterns of living. The project al30 offers an opportunity

to demonstrate the care and maintenance of the materials used for the

construction of the building and its furnishings. With the usual "wear and

tear", repairs and renovations will be needed. How these can be taken cvj?e

of by the family itself with the least expenditure of money can well be

demonstrated in a "model" house where families come to learn how to plaster

the walls, repair the floors and coat wooden.materials as protection against

weather an(* insects.

69* The building of a model or demonstration house gives the people in

a community ideas, knowledge and skills for the improvement of their ora

houses. It creates interest among the families for the proper care and main

tenance of their hov.ses and also stimulates self-help. All this contributes

to the well-being of the family and the development of the community as

a whole•

70. In Ghana and Sierra Leone, an PAO home economist has been actively

engaged in self-help projects for village development. These projects have

been concerned with kitchen improvement; building of latrines, baths and
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soak-away pits, construction of windows, plastering of walls, fencing

around the compound; protection of water supplies, etc. In starting these

village and home improvement projects plans provided by different govern

ment departments have-"been discussed with the ho\iseholders, Necessary

modivications have beon made to ensure that plans for the improvement of

the houses would moet the particular needs of the family and could be

achieved within its resources. These simple home improvement projects

carried out on a self-help 'basis have aroused considerable enthusiasm .■

among the villagers and have led to a chain reaction, ideas spreading from

one .home to another, leading to other improvements to homes and communities*

71, Other home economics .projects in Africa have given-special considera

tion to the need for improving the working conditions of the home.*. Emphasis

has been placed on ways and means of providing adequate storage space in

the house; sanitary and convenient working arrangements in the kitchen; the

building of stoves at tho correct height which are safer and more convenient

than the open fire place; tho provision "of water and sewage disposal.

Statisfactbry working arrangements and sanitary conditions in the home have

s- direct effect upon the health and well-being of mothers and children

Such arrangements result in less strain on the women performing their various

household tasks, a matter of special importance to women of child-bearing

age and in particular to preg::.^nt and nursing women. In those countries

where many women work not only ?A. home, but also in ths fields or markets

or factories,"'it is important'to ease their workload at home and.^reduce. (>

undue strain to the greatest pocsibls extent- Improved housing,conditions

■mean.that women remain hoalther? preserve their ntrxi^'b. and bettar ful

fill their roles as wivao rri(\ mothers, These are all factors worth

consideration in planning nov housing projects and of great concern to home

economists..
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IV. PUBLIC HEALTH ASPECTS OF HOUSING IK AFRICA

(prepared "by the World Health Organization)

A. Definition

72. In its present-day concept, housing is no longer the individual

shelter which man uses for protection against the elements, for storing '

his possessions and for privacy. In agreement with the WHO- concept of

health, housing has assumed a broader scope in recent years and it is now

defined as "the physical structure that man uses for shelter and environs

of that structure including all necessary services, facilities, equipment

and devices needed or desired for the physical and metal health and the

social well-being of the family and individual"-V As such, housing, or;

to use a better term, the residential environmentf oann_ot;be considered

in isolation but must be studied and treated as one.,of the several environ

mental problems associated with physical and social planning and development.

In addition to maintaining health and preserving the values of a decent

family life, housing plays an important role in the economic development

of a country, in creating employment and in promoting" social stability*

Public, demand and political pressure for housing are mounting throughout the

world, and the needs for more and for healthful housing serviced by adequate

community facilities, especially for the lower income groups "of the popu

lation, have grown in recent years into major public issues'in many countries

■ -■■"■" B. Housing and Health . . ■ ,

T3» For the continent of Africa, there is a great diversification of ■

housing conditions and problems, but at least two of these are, common to

most of the countries: . . , ■

i/ WHO, First Report of the Expert Committee on the Public Health

Aspects of Housing, Technioal Reports Series, no, 225, page 6,

Geneva 1961.
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(a) Housing needs which, in terms of numbers of dwellings required,

enormous in either urban or rural areas and

(b) The rate of urbanization, which is increasing rapidly.

74. Both these problems are of grave., concer.n 00 public health authorities

because they result in serious avercrovair-C of tin .ousting housing stock

and they create slums in whicj. people- csp iciclir Eic~?.nts frcm rural areas,

live in shanties lacking fundamental f;.:cilit:-03 i'cr h-al-fi aid sanitation and

where living conditions are unhygienic and socially undesirable.

75. Ma.ny studies have shown that insanitary housing fosters the spread

of oommunioable disease. It is notorious that a contaminated water supply

or defective sewage disposal is closely associated with infections of the

intestinal traot and may lead to serious and widespread epidemics or create

endemic patterns of disease* Further, the crowding of persons into a small

space promotes the rapid extension of infection, especially with ohildern.

Among adults the respiratory diseases are more frequent and severe when

ve,atilation is poor, even where the total space is enough for ordinary use.

76. These faults are troublesome enough when the homo is well built and in

good repair; but they become much more marked when the buildings are defec

tive in structure or in a state of dilapidation, Rat-infested dwellings

may serve as a focus for the more dangerous epidemics such as plague and the

vectors especially connected with typhus f-y:; are common enough. Even

the nuisance of minor infestations gives rise to much discomfort, if not

to actual sickness. Again, houses without screening in the warmer cli

mates may help to spread insect-borne infections - oigP> malaria - in

addition to the other discomforts of the biting insect.
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77* These are merely a few random examples of the "baneful influence of .

■the defective, dwelling. There are many others* Ths WHO .Expert Committee

on the Public.Health Aspects pf Housing has defined what is meant by

"fundamentals of healthful residential environment" and it has listed the

human requirements in housing-^

■ C« Role of health departments in housing profyaguaes

78- While it is generally recognised that housing is not the sole respon

sibility of public health agencies, it is within this evironment that many

persons receive the greatest exposure to hazards to health and safety.

Governments1 health administrations are expected to assume their proper

responsibility in this field in addition to Ifi^dnrship in certain technical

arsas where human health r'equi:i*emerits :are the controlling factor- Their

environmental health personnel should develop the necessary intelligence

and devise methods and relationships with housing, public works and bthar

agencies concerned with the following aims in views

(a) To assist the physical and social planners in the development of

plans for new or improved housing? ■ ■ " ;

"(b) To assist in obtaining compliance with performance standards

based upon, hvjnan requirements and public health needs in the

construction and reconstruction of development stages of building?

(c) To ensure that housing, once it has been crsated, is adequately,

safely and hygienioally maintained and is occupied in accordance

with the legal requirements of the areaj

(d) To rsview and evaluate housing conditions continually by

collectings maintaining and analyzing da-oa on housing quality.

E• Important considerations in the formulation of housing programmes

79. Large housing programmes are under way in some countries in Africa,

others ar9 being planned* There e.ro several social, economic, financial and

technical consxderations which underlie the planning and execution of these

programmes. These; are well outlined in^the report of the United Nations Ad

Group of .experts on Housing and Urban Development (fi/ciL 5/367).

1/ WHO, Technical Reports Series, no. 225, pages 17-44
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80. One aspect which this group of experts has stressed, however, is

that the provision of housing alone does not satisfy the requirements of

a good, well-planned programmes. The report repeatedly emphasized the

necessity for the provision of water and sewage (and excreta) disposal

which, according to the UK experts, must be made an essential part of all

housing schemes—i In respect of slums, the report states: "Another target

for housing and urban development during the (development) decade should be

the improvement of "squatter" or "shanty town" settlements by provision of

building plots, water and sewerage services; several community facilities

and opportunities for self-help and mutual aid to construct housing with

2/
minimum outlays11—'.

81. Likewise, the WHO Expert Committee considered that, to meet minimum

health standards, certain basic services and facilities are required. These

include a water supply, either piped into the dwelling or readily available

to the dwelling, and a sanitary means for the disposal of household wastes

and used water.

82. In Africa, where the percentage of urban population served by community

water supplies (including public fountains) is already quite small (only 14

per cent), no housing schemes should be carried out without suitable provision

for the adequate distribution of potable water and for the disposal of human

wastes. The financing of housing schemes should include funds for the con

struction of the necessary sanitary works. The design and axeoution of these

works may require the advice of qualified sanitary or public health engi

neers but in any case the local health authorities should be consulted before

plans are finalized. For many countries, approval of such plans by the re

levant health authorities is required by law.

83» In respect of many cities in Africa it is not unreasonable to consider

that it will not be possible for a long time to come to eradicate slums and to

reduce over-crowding down to decent standards through sustained and large-

l/ UN/jCQSOC Report of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Housing and
Urban Development resolution 41 (S/CN>5/367)»

2/ Ibid, Paraa 26*
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scale housing schemes. In the meantime, however, realistic plans should

be made to improve living conditions and the level of health in such areas.

"And no other scheme can bring as much of this kind of benefit to large

numbers of slum dwellers within a short time as the provision of an ample,

safe, and conveniently distributed, drinking water supply. Along with

this, a programme of aided self-help can be undertaken (one for each house

hold) for the improvement of surface drainage and for the collection and

disposal of garbage and other refuse.

E. VHP's community water supply -programme

84. Community water supply problems were discussed in 1959 by the twelfth

World Health Assembly which "recognized that safe and adequate supplies of

water to inhabitants of communities constitute an important measure for the

protection and improvement of health and are indispensable for economic and

social, development11-1/ The Assembly recommended that governments should
give priority in national programmes to the provision of water supplies for

communities and that, whenever necessary, national or provincial water

boards should be established* It requested WHO to co-operate with member

States in projects to provide adequate and safe water to inhabitants of their

communities and to study ways and means for rendering assistance including

an investigation of existing international loan or other funds which might

be available for investment in such facilities.

85. Since then WHO has been developing a global programme which includes the

following:

(a) The provision of advisory services through consultants, or teams

of consultants; upon request for the planning of water supply

programmes, including the legal, administrative and financing as

pects of such programmes. In Africa, such assistance has been

given to Ghana? Kenya, Liberia, Madagascar, Morocco and is being

considered for other requesting countries.

l/ Resolution no. 48 0:" vwelfth World Health Assembly, 28 May 1959
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(b) The preparation of preliminary engineering studies and

feasibility reports.

(c) The training of professional and su^professional staff required

to carry out, to operate and to maintain community water supply

projects, : .

(d) The elaboration of international standards of drinking water-'.

(e) The preparation of guides for the administration,.the design

and the operation of water supply systems.

(f) The organization of regional and inter-regional seminars and

training courses on the subject.

(g) Active participation in co-ordinated international programmes

for water resouroes development,

(h) The maintenance of contacts with international lending agencies,

e.g. the International Bank, the International Development

Association and the UH Special Fund, regarding possibilities for

financing projects.

86. . J?rom this brief description of WHO's activities it will be noted that

the Organization is at the disposal of African countries, upon request and

subject, of course, to limitation of funds, for rendering assistance in

oommuniiiy water supply projects including water supply schemes for large

housing projects.

F. WHO's programme in the public health aspects of housing ■

87. The ultimate, objective .of the WHO programme in this field is to ensure

that the people of the world are provided with healthful housing and with

,a sanitary and well-planned environment for them to live in, move about in

and in wiw,ch to play. More specifically:

UTrn. Tnt.firna.tional Standards for Drinking Water, Geneva.
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(a/ The long-term objective consists in developing, through studies,

investigations and research, improved technical and administrative

methods for meeting the environmental and other public health

needs of both urban and rural housing. .

(b) The short-term objective consists in assisting member States,

upon request, in dealing with and remedying existing environmental

health problems involved in physical planning and in housing

through the provision of consultations and technical assistance

and through damonstration, training and seminars.

88. Following consultations and surveys in various parts of the'world,

a WHO Expert Committee on the Public Health Aspects of Housing was convened

in Geneva in June 1961. Its report-' provided useful recommendations,

addressed to WHO and to governments and upon which a practical programme; has

been drafted. Similarly it is hoped that an expert committee will be called

in 1964 to deal with the environmental health aspects of metropolitan plan

ning and development.

89. A publication on the responsibilities and role of haalth agencies in

housing is now under preparation and it will be published in I963. This

publication will emphasize the relationship of health agencies with housing

and physical planning authorities and it is hoped that it will also be use

ful to the latter group. Other publications covering various health and

sanitation aspects of the residential environment are planned.

90. A Seminar on Hygiene and Sanitation in Relation to Housing was organized

in December I96I in Mamey, Republic of Niger, in collaboration with the

Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa (CCTA). An inter-regional

seminar on the publio health aspects of housing will be held in Madrid, Spain,

in April 1963 grouping representatives and experts from countries in the-

Americas and Europe.

l/ WHOf Teohnical Reports Series, no. 225, pages 54-59.
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91. A rural housing survey was carried out by two WHO engineering

consultants from.September through December 1962 in the United Arab Republic,

Sudan and Iraq. A report is now being prepared.

92. WHO has participated in regional housing and urbanization surveys

carried out by the United Nations in Asia and in the Mediterranean area,

in UN expert group meetings in New York and Stockholm and in the yearly

oo-ordination meetings of the Inter-Agency Working Party on Housing and

Related Community Facilities.

93. As the programme develops, it is proposed that, subject to limitation

of funds, WHO Will take part, along with the United Nations and specialized

agencies, in joint housing projects and in training activities being carried

out in the UN sponsored regional housing centres.

94. ' WHO also proposes to sponsor much needed research in selected areas

of the public health aspects of housing. Twenty-four such areas have been

identified by the WHO Expert Committee on the subject-;

95. From an administrative standpoint, it is appropriate to recall that

the World Health Organization is highly decentralized and that its technical

assistance programme is carried out through six regional offices. Three

of these are concerned with the African continent*

(a) The WHO Regional Office for Europe, with headquarters in

Copenhagen, Denmark, covers Algeria and Morocco.

(b) The WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, with

headquarters in Alexandria, UAE, covers Ethiopia, Libya,

Somalia, Sudan, Tunisia and the UAR.

(0) The WHO Regional Office for Africa, with headquarters in

Brazzaville, Congo, covers the remaining countries of Africa.

96. Official requests for assistance and technical information from

governments must be channelled through the appropriate regional office where

they will receive utmost consideration.

IT I£id> PaSes 51-54




